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Integral Publishing House. Hardcover. Condition: New. 314 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.2in. x
1.0in.Within each of our worlds religious traditions there exists a multitude of religious perspectives.
We see fundamentalists and fanatics on one hand and saints and sages on the other. In addition, we
see millions of individuals who have rejected religion altogether. Why are there such varied
expressions of religious orientation throughout the globe How is it that religion can create massive
relief from suffering in some cases while simultaneously generating division and turmoil in the
world in others Is religion something that we ought to abandon altogether or does it serve a role in
society and an important purpose in the unfolding of our planetary destiny-Throughout this book,
Dustin DiPerna uses Integral Theory to begin answering these questions. In doing so, he introduces a
broad new discipline called Integral Religious Studies. DiPerna uses Wilbers notion of the conveyor
belt to explicate evidence for five stages of psychological development (magic, mythic, rational,
pluralistic, and integral) as each show up in four traditions (Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, and
Buddhism). -This new type of developmental religious pluralism opens the door for a deeper
understanding of the current state religion in the...
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This book is really gripping and intriguing. It is writter in easy words and never confusing. You can expect to like the way the blogger create this pdf.
-- Sum m er  Ja cobson-- Sum m er  Ja cobson

The best publication i actually study. It is probably the most awesome ebook i actually have study. You are going to like the way the article writer publish
this publication.
-- Ms. Ha r m ony Sim onis I--  Ms. Ha r m ony Sim onis I
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